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GASTEC
Gas Sampling Pumps
GV-100S

Using just one Gastec precision sampling pump
and your choosing of over 500 tube types you
can sample any gas from Acetaldehyde to
Xylene

Designed for single stroke operation - no repetitive operation 		
needed

Uniquely designed with a smaller diameter for a quick and simple
handle release

Advanced non-sparking design and superior features
GV-110S

The Gastec Sampling Pump is used in conjunction with Gastec Detector
Tubes to draw a sample of hazardous gas across the chemical reagent
within the tube such that a change produced is proportional in length to
the concentration.
a1-cbiss supply two piston style Gastec gas sampling pumps:

• GV-100S
• GV-110S

HCl

The GV-110S features an automatic sampling counter which indicates
how many pump strokes have been completed.

KEY BENEFITS

• FAST Delivery, Same Day Dispatch - We can deliver your Gastec gas detector tubes to your UK site for the
next working day*
• Lowest Cost - Our price match guarantee means that we’ll beat any like for like quote
• Widest Range of Tubes - a1-cbiss hold stock of 99% of Gastec gas detector tubes giving our clients plenty
of choice
• Pump Trade-In Programme - Send us your competitor brand pump and we’ll provide you with a new
Gastec pump
• Technical Sales & Customer Service Team - Here to help with your gas detection requirements
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FLOW FINISH INDICATOR
The flow finish indicator on the end
of the handle automatically shows
once the stroke is complete. When the
white disk pops out the prescribed
volume has been fully drawn.

SOFT-GRIP
CYLINDER
The pump body is covered with a
non-sparking soft elastomer with
the middle portion narrower than
the ends ensuring a firm grip on the
pump cylinder

LIGHT PULL HANDLE
Small diameter allows handle to
be pulled out with less effort and

DIAMOND TIP
TUBE BREAKER

more accuracy than bellow-type
pumps

Diamond tip cutter enables easy,
convenient and safer breaking of the
detector tube tip. Stores up to 20 tip
ends

STRAP
Hook this strap around your wrist
when using the pump in areas such
as a tank or over a sewage line where
you may drop it

DETECTOR TUBE
The Gastec gas detector tubes enable
detection of gases and vapours to be
measured easily and accurately
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